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Abstract: This article sets the context to this special issue: it discusses the background to the UK Modern Slavery Act 2015 and related legislative and policy instruments and sets out a methodology for comparing modern slavery in a global context. Developing the findings of a joint British Academy–DFID programme, ‘Tackling Slavery, Human Trafficking and Child Labour in Modern Business’, it describes a modern slavery regime defined by the production and implementation of laws and policies at both the international and the domestic level that specifically seeks to address a series of abuses associated with the term ‘modern slavery’. The article interrogates the effectiveness of law and policy in curbing abuse and considers how societal and cultural norms impact on the ways in which modern slavery is conceptualised. It also suggests ways in which contributions to this special issue may advance our understandings of the modern slavery regime and where efforts to address modern slavery fall short.
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INTRODUCTION

When the UK government introduced the Modern Slavery Act (MSA) 2015, it was claimed that the legislation aimed to lay the basis for more coordinated policy, especially as it regarded existing anti-slavery and anti-trafficking provisions (Haynes 2016). In practice, the act did so by promoting the use of transparency and voluntary disclosure to combat extreme forms of exploitation in supply chains (Bloomfield & LeBaron 2018), with varying results. This article examines the context behind the development of a ‘regime’ on modern slavery and introduces the articles that follow. While there are many definitions, we note that a regime may be defined as a ‘set of explicit or implicit principles, norms, rules and decision-making procedures around which actor expectations converge in a given issue-area’ (Krasner 1982: 185).

The articles included in this volume are the result of research funded under a joint British Academy–DFID (Department for International Development) programme, ‘Tackling Slavery, Human Trafficking and Child Labour in Modern Business’. Together they address the modern slavery regime from a number of angles, interrogating the
effectiveness of law and policy in curbing abuse, and exploring how cultural and societal norms influence the ways in which modern slavery is understood. Although modern slavery is not geographically restricted, we note that the discourse on the eradication of modern slavery reflects certain normative trends among states in the Global North. The articles in this special issue, however, focus principally on the Global South, where the modern slavery regime is compromised by various levels of governance, both overtly and covertly. While corrective laws exist in both the North and Global South, we note that in the South in particular, these are often perfunctory and are used to satisfy international agendas and country commitments or to enhance the perception of the country and its position in the global outsourcing business.

We suggest that a modern slavery regime may be inferred by the production of laws and policies at both the international and the domestic level that specifically seek to address a series of abuses that have been described under the rubric of modern slavery. This article discusses the background to the MSA and related legislative and policy instruments and sets out a methodology for comparing modern slavery in a global context before outlining how the contributions to this special issue may advance our understanding of the modern slavery regime and where it falls short of meeting its objectives.

**FROM INTERNATIONAL LAW TO DOMESTIC POLICY: THE EMERGENCE OF A REGIME ON MODERN SLAVERY**

The enactment of the UK Modern Slavery Act (MSA) 2015 was heralded as the first such legislation in Europe and one of the first in the world to address modern slavery as a specific set of abuses, after Brazil amended Article 149 of its penal code in 2003 to enlarge the definition of the crime of submitting someone to a ‘condition analogous to slavery’ and California introduced the Transparency in Supply Chains Act in 2010. Yet the UK law was a novel addition, not least because under Section 54, the MSA requires UK-based commercial organisations that supply goods or services and have an annual global turnover of more than £36 million to prepare an annual statement on modern slavery and human trafficking. Within four years, the law has served to inspire new legislation in other jurisdictions, and a new regime on modern slavery has quickly developed. This regime was built in part on previous international commitments, including the United Nations Trafficking Protocol (UN 2000), the Council of Europe Anti-Trafficking Convention (Council of Europe 2005), and the EU Anti-Trafficking Directive (EU 2011) and was supported by the introduction of new legislation. In addition, it was sustained by active anti-trafficking campaigns, victim support, and rescue efforts which were assisted by a national hotline.
Critics noted that Section 54, which emphasises the logic of transparency, sat, at times awkwardly, next to a human rights framework that had been boosted following the creation of the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (UN 2015) and in particular SDG 8.7, which after some protest, was accepted by 193 countries. Specifically, SDG 8.7 set out measurable targets to end modern slavery offences and called upon states to take:

immediate and effective measures to eradicate forced labour, end modern slavery and human trafficking and secure the prohibition and elimination of the worst forms of child labour, including recruitment and use of child soldiers, and by 2025 end child labour in all its forms (Freedom United 2019).

For many years, states had been bound by existing international obligations which both protected the right to be free of slavery and established it as a basic human right. For example, within human rights law, legislation against slavery had secure foundations. Slavery and slavery-type situations are prohibited in both national and international laws including the 1950 European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms under Article 4. The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (1966) also covers freedom from slavery under Article 8, as do many International Labour Organization (ILO) conventions. In fact, the ILO Conventions both pre-date the UN’s human rights instruments and raise issues which are now considered to be central to the modern slavery regime, including the use of remedies. We note that the ILO Convention Concerning Forced or Compulsory Labour (Forced Labour Convention, C029 (ILO 1930)) was adopted to prohibit slavery and forced labour from as far back as 1930. Most importantly, this early convention saw eradication as a process. A second ILO Convention on the Abolition of Forced Labour (C105 (ILO 1957)) identified the ways in which forced labour had been used to advance not only economic gain but also political agendas. It highlighted the need to suppress forced and compulsory labour as a means of political punishment against those with opposing conscientious views, who have participated in strikes, who have faced discrimination on various grounds such as race and ethnicity, and as a means of economic advancement by the state (Article 1). Most importantly, the ILO later expanded our understanding of abuses to include slavery-like practices such as

---

1 Similarly, other regional instruments have provisions affirming the right to be free; see the American Convention on Human Rights (Article 6) of 1969, and more recently the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights (Article 5) of 1982.

2 It called upon states ‘to suppress the use of forced or compulsory labour in all its forms within the shortest possible period’ (Article 1), with some exceptions such as for public purposes, and ultimately and gradually to eradicate it altogether.
debts-bondage, serfdom, forced marriage, bride sale, bride inheritance, and—for the first time in international law—forced child labour (Article 1).³

While the above international human rights conventions were well established, several decades elapsed before the adoption of stronger international legal instruments on forced and child labour, specifically. These include the 1998 Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work (ILO 1998); the 1999 Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention (C182 (ILO 1999)); and 2014 Protocol to the Forced Labour Convention, 1930 (P029 (ILO 2014)). Arguably the emergence of new instruments in the late 1990s laid the ground for the legal regime we associate with the modern slavery challenge known today: a collection of commitments building on the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UN 2011), UN human rights conventions, and ILO legislation, in addition to the growing body of national legislation. What was most significant about these legal developments is the three-part approach of prevention, protection, and remedies in relation to forced and compulsory labour—an approach set out in the UN Guiding Principles, a ‘global authoritative standard’ (Ra’ad Al Hussein 2015).

Furthermore, within public international law the prohibition of slavery has been established as an obligation falling on states with the status of *jus cogens* (Verdross 1966) and having *erga omnes* effect (Bassiouni 1998). This status requires all states to prevent, sanction, prosecute, and punish slavery as an obligation ‘that every state owes to all others’ (Bassiouni 1998). For this reason, some suggest that modern slavery should be considered a crime with universal jurisdiction that in certain instances could amount to the level of a crime against humanity (Cockayne *et al.* 2016). Although public international law has been gradually weakened (especially in relation to business practices) to the detriment of private international law (Ruggie 2017), the place of slavery within public international law has great influence on discourse and social practice.

Recognising the normative dimension of modern slavery within international law, a group of academics and non-governmental organisations has further extended the regime by drawing upon examples of ‘modern-day slavery’. Most prominent among these is Nottingham University sociologist Kevin Bales (1999). Since the late 1990s, and in no small measure as a result of Bales’ writings and the lobbying efforts of groups like Anti-Slavery International and Free the Slaves, the theme of modern slavery has been embraced by new generations of scholars and activists who identify as ‘abolitionists’. Although abolitionism now focuses on contemporary ills, the language of abolition is also contested, not least because of its historic association with the transatlantic slave trade.

³See the Supplementary ILO Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade and Practices, which was adopted in 1956 (ILO 1956).
The abolitionists’ emphasis on human rights, in particular the importance of human dignity within economic relations, has been challenged by critical scholars who emphasise enduring structural and power-based relations that foster extreme exploitation. The multiplicity of issues has complicated the development of an agreed discourse among academics on both what constitutes modern slavery and how it might be measured (O’Connell Davidson 2017); a challenge replicated in policy.

**DIFFERENTIATION IN LAW, PRACTICE, AND IMPLEMENTATION**

As modern slavery featured more prominently on both national and international agendas, important cracks appeared in the emerging regime. Research published by the UN University Centre for Policy Research (Gleason & Cockayne 2018) found that both before and after the introduction of the UK Modern Slavery Act 2015, there has been marked variance in terms of how countries understand this phenomenon. One reason may lie with labelling and the use of language. When the General Assembly passed the *Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic in Persons and of the Exploitation of the Prostitution of Others* on 2 December 1949, the language of modern slavery was wholly undeveloped (UN 1949). Forced labour was penalised in some notable states, while it was simultaneously practised around the world. In fact, when the above convention entered into force, fewer than twenty countries had even ratified the 1932 ILO Convention Concerning Forced or Compulsory Labour. It took over three decades for commemoration of the day to be introduced, with the first International Day for the Abolition of Slavery held in 1986. Until then, the language of modern slavery largely preoccupied a small group of elite international civil servants.

In terms of state investment, we also find much differentiation. The ways in which states have directed their investment in this policy area indicate divergent policy priorities. Examining data over a fifteen-year period that pre-dates the modern slavery regime, Gleason and Cockayne (2018) consider how states understood their requirements in a host of related areas. Most notably they record a shift in funding from project aimed at curbing child labour to anti-trafficking efforts. There has also been little realisation of a body of jurisprudence in the area of international criminal law. As Duffy concludes, although slavery cases have been increasingly dealt with by regional courts, their ‘jurisprudence remains remarkably limited in its volume and scope’ (Duffy 2016: 400). She also notes that among the regional courts there were wide interpretations of modern slavery.

The lack of agreement over the scope and definition of modern slavery has also undermined the creation of a coherent body of human rights case law. We record, for
example, that the European Court of Human Rights has been most interested in cases of forced labour, when they are, to a great extent, cases of a sexual nature.\textsuperscript{4} The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, by contrast has focussed on slavery in both commercial and military domains,\textsuperscript{5} while other regional courts have responded to less ‘traditional’ slavery cases, at least from a Global North view, hearing cases of, for example, ‘chattel slavery’.\textsuperscript{6}

We have also witnessed multiple challenges to the implementation of both international and national legislation on modern slavery. As Vaughn \textit{et al.} argue in this special issue, much compliance is based on limited information which primarily focuses on the first tier of suppliers, while lower tiers are more vulnerable to exploitative labour. Similarly, in their study on the effectiveness of the modern slavery reporting obligation enshrined in Article 54 of the UK Modern Slavery Act, Voss \textit{et al.} (this issue) found that compliance approaches yield particularly limited results. While there is growing willingness on the part of businesses to comply with their legal requirements and publish transparency statements, capacity is often limited, especially as it regards remedying risks (see Rende Taylor & Shih in this issue). Moreover, the quality, scope, depth, and regularity of reports are frequently compromised, especially since there are no meaningful sanctions for non-compliance.

One further point of contention is the degree to which governments sincerely wish to eradicate modern slavery. Nowhere is this more glaring than in Bangladesh, where the modern slavery regime was given an injection of energy, following the Rana Plaza tragedy of 2013. The collapse of this eight-storey building led to the Bangladesh Accord, a five-year, independent, legally binding agreement between global brands and retailers and trade unions designed to build a safe and healthy Bangladeshi ready-made garment industry. However, even though the government has been keen to project the image of being committed to eradicating modern slavery, the industrial police has obstructed worker protests. Workers are not able to protest about wages or working conditions legally; as a result, throughout 2019 there has been widespread industrial unrest with nation-wide worker protests followed by massive worker dismissals in retaliation (Agence France Press 2019). While the UK has not experienced


\textsuperscript{6}See Hadijatou Mani Koroua v. Niger where the enslaved person was kept ‘like a goat’. Mme Hadijatou Mani Koroua v. The Republic of Niger (No. ECW/CCJ/JUD/06/08), ECOWAS Court, October 2008.
such unrest, the government’s commitment to ending modern slavery was also called into question by the inability to replace the Independent Anti-Slavery Commissioner, a post which lay vacant for more than nine months.

Both law enforcement agencies and lawmakers have also challenged the UK government’s commitment to eradicating modern slavery. In January 2019, a distinguished panel of parliamentarians published a damning report on the application of the Modern Slavery Act. This report evaluated the transparency in supply-chain provisions and laid out some frequently heard criticisms. One recurring issue has been the design and operation of the UK’s modern slavery legislation. The authors found that there was uncertainty over which companies were covered by the legislation and condemned the level of reporting by firms as inadequate. They also identified poor compliance and identified a major weakness in the legislation, since large sectors of the economy, including public bodies, were exempt from the requirement to report on their own supply chains. The guiding conclusion from this report was that this legislation is far from sufficient to address the offences that fall under the UK Modern Slavery Act 2015.

The UK is, of course, far from alone. While states may be formally committed to the eradication of forced, compulsory, and child labour, as evidenced by the numbers of ratifications to the ILO instruments, there is a marked divide in practice. This includes uneven implementation of national laws and watered-down commitments. As noted elsewhere, slavery-type practices are frequently not treated as acts to be punished under criminal law; moreover, states often refrain from prosecuting such acts (Cockayne et al. 2016). Equally, we note that many workers themselves do not consider their conditions sufficiently appalling to warrant action; with some attributing their situation to bad luck or the function of structural hierarchies which they must endure. Such socio-culturally embedded traditional understandings may also undermine the effectiveness of the modern slavery regime.

One design challenge built into the Modern Slavery Act, and similar national legislation, is a tendency to pass on the obligation to eradicate modern slavery to the business sector without offering companies an incentive to comply with such obligations. While all business enterprises, regardless of their size, sector, location, ownership, or structure, are required to comply with all applicable laws and to respect human rights, both states and businesses have paid lip service to their legal obligations. There are many reasons for this, including the fact that the demand for businesses to comply with human rights requirements did not exist before the 1990s (Economist Intelligence Unit 2015). Yet, for scholars concerned to understand how the modern slavery legislation may be used to prevent abuse, such elusion in handling the issue is deeply problematic. Furthermore, even if most modern slavery abuses occur in the workplace, states should not sidestep their responsibilities to protect against human rights
abuses by third parties, as affirmed in the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (2011).

In addition, there are normative challenges which have undermined the establishment of a robust regime on modern slavery. One under-reported issue regards the purpose and methodologies used to evaluate the existing legislation and policy instruments. We note that, while many government departments rely increasingly on quantitative indicators to evaluate policy, the methodological tools made available to the modern slavery regime have yet to embrace scientific techniques. Few organisations have used systematic approaches to assess modern slavery in business, with a handful of notable exceptions that are still at an early stage of development. Again, the lack of incentives and the increasing demands on business to audit their activities may account for this situation.

A FRAMEWORK FOR EVALUATING MODERN SLAVERY

In the absence of robust evaluation, the failings associated with the dominant compliance approach to tackle modern slavery and associated human rights abuses are often excused on the basis of circumstance. Modern slavery occurs in an extraordinarily complex economic context in which global businesses operate, so we are told. While this is undoubtedly true, the emphasis on greater transparency and reporting remains insufficient. As others note, increased transparency alone is unlikely to improve working conditions or to address modern slavery unless it is accompanied by a focus on gaps in governance (McCall-Smith & Rühmkorf 2017). Arguably, we cannot ignore the institutions and processes that frustrate the implementation of laws.

There are additional challenges and further consequences that may result from the preferred compliance model, not least shifting the burden of responsibility and in effect undermining the UN Guiding Principles. As Rende Taylor and Shih, as well as Deshingkar et al., argue in this issue, the audit-focussed approach downplays the critical intersection between the state and non-state actors and the ways in which the negligent or wrongful party may seek to avoid compliance with the law. Indeed, the design of the joint British Academy–DFID programme, ‘Tackling Slavery, Human Trafficking and Child Labour’, is squarely focussed on business practice—not government practice. Yet states are also responsible. In addition to the challenge of enforcement, which requires states to invest in people and infrastructure, scholars have condemned the role played by permissive and corrupt officials in the course activities which cross over into the business of modern slavery (see Deshingkar et al. in this issue).

7See Corporate Human Rights Benchmark (https://www.corporatebenchmark.org/ §).
For example, in the case of border guards and immigration officers who facilitate the flow of irregular migrants at risk of being trafficked, or the failure by government inspectors to report on factories and production centres where labour exploitation and associated offences takes place. Indeed, such challenges were foreseen in the 2014 ILO protocol, which demands that states introduce preventive measures such as ‘labour inspection services’ (or labour due diligences) in order to combat forced and compulsory labour both in private and public sectors of the economy (Article 2 (c) (ii)). Arguably, the prevalence of rigid social hierarchies which press individuals to accept intolerable conditions is also a factor, albeit an indirect one.

The question then arises: how can we realise the ambitions of the above international and national commitments to promote joint responsibility by states and the business sector? As established in the UN Guiding Principles, both are required to protect against human rights abuses and provide remedies where they have been violated. Taking responsibility seriously therefore means addressing the ‘wide and shocking’ situation of non-enforcement (Cockayne *et al.* 2016: 254) and also understanding where that may both advance and undermine human rights claims. For example, as Deshingkar *et al.* argue in this issue, complicit officials, who violate the law and facilitate trafficking, are often not ‘against’ trafficked persons, but may be perceived as ‘friends’ who are helping desperately poor people into other livelihood situations.

While there are no easy answers, the articles in this issue propose some possible directions for future consideration by providing a deeper understanding of structural factors, not least the relationship between exploitation, economic development, and governance. This is critical to the creation and promotion of a culture of enforcement, as Cockayne *et al.* (2016) found:

> The economic drivers of slavery intersect with political and social vulnerabilities: susceptibility to slavery is, unsurprisingly, correlated with socio-political marginalization and disenfranchisement. The demand for cheap labour intersects with individual vulnerability, often caused by poverty, domestic discrimination and conflict and displacement. Even those forms of slavery that seem particular to conflict, such as forced recruitment and use of children, seem to follow a similar cost-saving and industrial logic (256).

Arguably, understanding the points of intersection presents an invitation for further social scientific investigation.

We suggest that one starting point is to develop a critical understanding of the taxonomy of modern slavery offences in any given state. It is only by developing a deeper understanding of the types of state, modes of governance, and economic systems in which such offences occur, that we will arrive at suitable routes of intervention. Of course, states differ in their economic and industrial performance and we
therefore need to take account of such particularities to identify where abuse is most likely to occur. Furthermore, not all sectors are the same—some are subject to greater oversight and regulation while others invite greater abuse than others. A critical investigation of modern slavery must therefore be context-specific. This includes an understanding of the scope and degree to which laws are in place and are enforceable. For example, as Pinheiro et al. argue in this volume, in spite of a law which criminalises modern slavery in Brazil, ineffective and fragmented law enforcement undermines its operation, deterring businesses from complying. We therefore recommend mapping existing legislation in order to identify potential avenues for redress, whether that is from anti-forced labour legislation, anti-trafficking laws, or newly introduced modern slavery legislation, and improved governance.

It is also essential to delineate areas of responsibility. To this end, we suggest mapping the ways in which people are affected against a typology of abuses and defined categories of perpetrators. We need to know which types of abuses are directed against which categories of people—and by whom. In the case of states, Webb and Garciandia (2019) suggest five principal ways in which states may be responsible. These include:

1. Direct enslavement by a state, that is, forcibly conscripting individuals: for example, in Uzbekistan to harvest cotton.
2. Indirect enslavement where state agents and recruiters place individuals in a situation of impossible debt.
3. Coercion—driven by societal, personal, and cultural expectations, as well as from situations of debt.
4. Structural factors which are poverty based; and include discrimination on the basis of gender and nationality.
5. Situations where individuals may elect to put themselves in abusive and exploitative situations.

The above factors may of course overlap.

Equally, when seeking practical remedies, it is important to consider where efforts should be concentrated. We note, for example, that states differ not only in the type of governmental regime but also in terms of the relationship with the non-state sector, which includes both business and civil society. Such practical realities should be considered in order to press for meaningful reform. Appendix 1 illustrates some of the political challenges which complicate the eradication of modern slavery and identifies areas where remedies may be sought.

These include forced labour, bonded labour, forcibly trafficked persons, victims of extortion, and under-paid and indebted workers.
The Appendix sheds light on the types of modern slavery offence studied in this issue, where they occur, and who is most affected by them. It also illustrates where development assistance might be used to enhance state capacity to tackle the issues associated with modern slavery: for example, by providing judicial training, or clarifying where both criminal and labour laws may be used to punish abuse (Beate 2016). Such abstract illustrations are complemented by further empirical research into the context in which modern slavery exists and in some cases flourishes.

For example, the article by Vaughn et al., which is based on qualitative data collected from workers in the ‘fast fashion’ garment industry of Bangladesh and Myanmar, presents various forms and extents of verbal, physical, psychological, sexual, and economic workplace violence and their numerous constellations. By showcasing the variegated exploitative experiences of workers and their families, it promotes the need to reconceptualise definitions of modern slavery along a spectrum with severe and less severe types and forms of exploitation at various ends (Skrivankova 2010).

Voss et al. (this issue) also explore the effectiveness of the MSA’s reporting obligation. Following an analysis of publicly available transparency statements of supply chains in the fashion and textile sectors in terms of formal and content-related compliance, they have come to a similar conclusion to Vaughn et al., when stressing that tackling the issue of modern slavery primarily using the preferred compliance tool yields limited results. The growing willingness of businesses to comply with such legal requirements and publish transparency statements has been viewed by them as a positive sign, even though the quality, scope, depth, and regularity of the statements are frequently compromised, especially since they lack real sanctions for non-compliance. They argue, moreover, that the companies’ over-reliance on media exposure of transparency statements has been instrumentalised by the state which has paid lip service to proper law enforcement mechanisms. Yet, the possibility of unsolicited media publicity may often act as a deterrent for businesses and could push them in the opposite direction: it can enhance non-compliance or highly restrained compliance. These findings reinforce the need for a diversity of multi-level, multi-form, and multi-actor approaches to address modern slavery and highlight the relevance of joint responsibility which demands equal commitment of the various actors.

Trafficking and physical coercion are often viewed as phenomena inextricably linked to modern slavery, particularly in the case of sex work. Cruz et al. (this issue) critically examine the boundaries between work, slavery, and freedom in an established Global North rhetoric. In particular, they argue that the way major legal instruments, such as the Victims of Trafficking and Violence Protection Act of 2000 in the United States and the Modern Slavery Act of 2015 in the United Kingdom, define trafficking and modern slavery ‘fail to capture the realities, abuses, and needs’ of their participants. They draw on data gained from narratives of sex workers in Jamaica, a country
which is frequently presented as one deeply entangled in the web of ‘trafficking’ and ‘modern slavery’. In the cases of their participants, physical coercion, as an inherent feature of discourses on sexual work, was often superseded by economic coercion driven by extreme poverty, especially at the entry stage to sex work. The authors thus call on us to pay attention to the underlying structural and socio-economic factors when inquiring into the junction of work, freedom, and trafficking.

In a similar vein to Cruz et al.’s article, Deshingkar et al.’s work (this issue) on precarious labour conditions of Ghanaians and Burmese migrants in the construction and domestic work sectors of Libya, the Middle East, Singapore, and Thailand also raises conceptual issues. Their study is another important contribution that interrogates some aspects of the migration industry in a culturally embedded way. By unsettling the widely held assumptions on the irreconcilable dialectics of migrants and brokers, together with the rhetoric of the benevolent state which is viewed as a positive actor, the article urges us to assume a less rigid, less compartmentalised approach to understanding modern slavery. Conditions of modern slavery arise with the concurrence, cooperation, and implications of the various actors of the regime, although at different levels and in different forms and depths. States, through their complicity, can be equally involved in the process, such as migrant workers who exercise agency. This article enables us to consider the fluid and contingent nature of the responsibility–action nexus, and in the meantime it urges us to think about responsibility in a holistic way.

The article by Pinheiro et al. (this issue) examines the nexus of laws tackling modern slavery, including human rights legislation, and the market characteristics of the Brazilian–UK beef and timber supply chains. The paper aims to explore to what extent multi-layered and overlapping norms and practices can contribute to business methods where human rights are respected. Unsurprisingly, ineffective and fragmented law enforcement creates a business environment where non-compliance with laws seem to be encouraged. Nevertheless, as the paper stresses, sector-specific characteristics leave significant footprints on business practices, including on exploitative ones. Although the article is written from a legal perspective, the recurring practice of ineffective law enforcement by the state has been raised in most of the contributions to this special issue. It foregrounds the role of responsibility by the state to enforce its national laws, as well as regional and international laws to which it adheres. At the same time, there is a clear responsibility on businesses, including transnational ones with part of their supply chains in Brazil, to abide by laws that address them, even in the event of a weaker institutional compliance control. As the article highlights, a more concerted approach would be needed to eradicate labour law exploitation with stronger enforcement and monitoring. This latter might be done increasingly with the use of technology, as businesses’ compliance with human rights is more difficult to supervise when exploitative labour takes place in remote areas.
The potential of technologies—in particular mobile-phone-based tools and applications—to combat modern slavery in global supply chains is reviewed by Rende Taylor and Shih (this issue). It is assumed that, since businesses are better placed to identify and remediate modern slavery conditions with the use of technologies that enable worker feedback, they would take greater responsibility in combating modern-day slavery. Their article, however, paints a darker picture by shedding light on significantly lesser ambitions and practices of corporations, where corporations are primarily interested in promoting due diligence, rather than remediation.

The authors demonstrate that due diligence tools, developed and sold to businesses by for-profit tech companies, are used primarily by businesses to identify human trafficking and forced labour within their supply chains but not to address it. They argue that these tools are purposefully designed to have limited scope and not reveal, in earnest, serious modern slavery issues, mainly for lack of willingness and capacity on the side of businesses to deal with and to remedy such risks. Hence, these technologies seem to be the perfect tools to ‘produce deliverables’, which are so much needed for compliance. On the other hand, remediation tools are usually developed and/or primarily used by non-profit entities, such as civil society and human rights enhancing organisations, with the aim of identifying and addressing issues of modern slavery. The article calls for reconsidering the sole use of due diligence tech tools by transnational companies. Instead, they advocate for the need for businesses to employ more remediation tech tools with real remediation potential. The intended use of these technological methods allows us to ponder on the recurring theme of conflicting responsibilities in the fight against modern slavery. Are businesses solely responsible for the wide use of the more formulaic and, from a business risk perspective, safer due diligence process? The authors infer that companies would probably be more prepared to do more than basic legal compliance if real options for them were available to remedy modern slavery conditions within their supply chain.

In the last article of this collection, Jones et al. (this issue) raise the issue of moral and ethical responsibility of transnational businesses in combating and remedying forced labour within their supply chains. They do so by investigating poor working conditions of Indonesian fishermen within the domestic labour market, situated at the axis of the state and global fish market. Their study identifies a high degree of informality within the sector and the extensive reliance on existing social networks, especially in the case of smaller fishing vessels. These attributes manifest themselves mainly in recruitment practices, in the pervasive lack of written employment agreements, but also in terms of on-board workshare and discipline procedures. Importantly, these also have an impact on payment conditions, which are closely linked to (temporary) bonded labour.
The authors invite transnational businesses in the global fish for food sector to reconsider their responsible sourcing approaches in relation to their sourcing from Indonesian supply chains. In particular, as they state, hitherto not enough attention has been given to potential forced labour conditions experienced by domestic workers within the Indonesian fishing industry, whilst exploitation of migrant workers, especially on Thai and Taiwanese shipping vessels, has received widespread media scrutiny. According to them, these may be related to ill-seated assumptions linked to the structure and small-scale fishing methods of the Indonesian fishing sector, which make transnational companies unaware of and reluctant to investigate potential labour risks. Scarcity in the availability of worker’s voices and lack of organisations that could effectively represent workers’ interests may also add to such business practice. The authors warn us that, in the absence of responsible sourcing practices of transnational businesses, the business risks continue to rest jointly on local companies and workers, while human rights risks would always be allocated to the fishing crew.

CONCLUSION

The contributions to this special issue highlight the complex nature of the modern slavery regime and also the value of joint, as well as individual, responsibility in combating modern-day slavery. Whilst profound power imbalances exist between the state, businesses, and workers, all play their part in tackling the issue. A central problem remains the governance of modern slavery. It is still early days and, as noted above, the challenges of implementation and commitment on the part of states and businesses undermine effective enforcement of human rights norms. However, reform follows analysis and criticism. By illustrating where action has proven successful, and why poor governance allows abuse to flourish, the articles in this issue provide a rare insight into the operations of the modern slavery regime in an international and comparative context. Most importantly, they demonstrate how empirically grounded research may advance our understanding of emerging global discourses on modern slavery and shine a light on promising practices that incentivise action to tackle abuse and exploitation.
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**Appendix 1.** A taxonomy of modern slavery in selected states discussed in the special issue.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economic and political system where abuse may occur</th>
<th>Industry where abuse may occur</th>
<th>Nature of abuse</th>
<th>Relevant legislation</th>
<th>Potential area of action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bangladesh (1)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Unstable democracy with political violence (state and extremist groups)</td>
<td>• Textile, agriculture (tea), fishing (at sea and dry-fish production), aluminium factories, brick kilns, sex work, domestic servitude, forced criminality (e.g. begging)</td>
<td>• Weak and developing labour regulation system: labour exploitation, worker protests not permitted, low pay, job insecurity, unauthorised subcontracting to small factories</td>
<td>• ILO C029, 087, 098, 100, 105, 111, 182, CRC (UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (UN 1989)) and CRC Optional Protocols.</td>
<td>• Stronger labour regulation system and protection measures needed that extend to formal and informal economies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Emerging ‘predator’ market economy: cost-cutting, highly competitive, increase of automated technology</td>
<td>• Rohingya children: esp. as shop hands, fishermen, rickshaw pullers, domestic workers</td>
<td>• Gender-based inequalities in health, education, law, and wider society. Gendered workplace violence and aggression (physical, sexual and verbal) - vast majority of workers in textile factories had been women from rural areas</td>
<td>• The ‘Accord on Fire and Building Safety in Bangladesh’ (was in place for 5 years until mid-2018)—but actions based on that lacked government support, currently being replaced by the new ‘Transition Accord 2018’</td>
<td>• Increase prosecution and conviction of forced labour offenders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Established hub in global (textile) production webs</td>
<td>• Highly vulnerable group: stateless ethnic Rohingya: sex trafficking through false arranged marriage and job prospects, children working in other sectors: long working hours, low pay, prohibition of keeping in touch with family</td>
<td></td>
<td>• ‘The Alliance for Bangladesh Worker Safety’—legally binding agreements between global brands, retailers and trade unions</td>
<td>• Address official complicity in trafficking and forced labour crimes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• State acknowledged labour abuse, official complicity in forced labour and trafficking</td>
<td>• Child labour serious issue</td>
<td>• Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) tackling child labour (1995) between the Bangladeshi Garment Manufacturers and Exporters Association (BGMEA), UNICEF Bangladesh and the International Labour Organization (ILO) Bangladesh.</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Enhance training to officials on forced labour identification and protection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• High rate of poverty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Address semi-formal recruitment practices</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Appendix 1. Continued.

### Economic and political system where abuse may occur

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry where abuse may occur</th>
<th>Nature of abuse</th>
<th>Relevant legislation</th>
<th>Potential area of action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Brazil (2)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fast-growing market economic with high disparities between geographical areas (North and South) and rural/urban areas</td>
<td>• Rural workers (especially in the Amazon region): informal working conditions (no contracts), unethical recruitment, restricted labour market mobilities, physical threats and harassment, low pay, long workdays, poor working conditions</td>
<td>• ILO C029, 098, 100, 105, 111, 138, 182, CRC, CRC Optional Protocols and Palermo Protocol (UN 2000)</td>
<td>• Strengthen legislation (e.g. to enact ethical recruitment law, law that requires companies to make public their actions against modern slavery in supply chains)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Economic crisis of 2015 slowed down economic growth</td>
<td>• Migrant workers: highly vulnerable, undocumented status, debt bondage, lack of language knowledge, total reliance on employer</td>
<td>• Forced labour is a criminal offence under Article 149 and 197 of the Penal Code. In October 2016, Law 13.344/16 was passed, criminalising all forms of human trafficking with harsher penalties for perpetrators, proposing preventative measures including the creation of a database for offenders, and extending the right to legal, social, and health benefits to trafficking victims. Brazil’s progressive and broad definition of slavery has been recently challenged by a government decree seeking to change and limit the definition.</td>
<td>• Monitor the implementation of labour laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Reliance on migrants from neighbouring countries, South Asia, and Africa</td>
<td>• Domestic labour: basic rights denied</td>
<td>• National Pact for the Eradication of Slave Labour was launched in 2005, signatory companies have voluntarily agreed to promote decent work practices and cut commercial ties with those businesses on the ‘Slave Labour Dirty List’ (criticism that the list has not been updated).</td>
<td>• Tackle wider societal root causes and risk factors such as lack of education, job creation, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Rural areas: agricultural sector (coffee, charcoal production, forestry, cattle ranching)</td>
<td>• Long-standing discrimination against indigenous Brazilians and people of African origins, more prone to exploitation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Urban areas: textile, construction, domestic labour and tourism (sex) industries</td>
<td>• Child labour (esp. domestic and sex work)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Appendix 1. Continued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economic and political system where abuse may occur</th>
<th>Industry where abuse may occur</th>
<th>Nature of abuse</th>
<th>Relevant legislation</th>
<th>Potential area of action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>China (3)</td>
<td>• Manufacturing (garment, electronics), construction sectors</td>
<td>• Low, delayed (e.g. in the construction sector) or sometimes no pay, long working hours, physical threats and abuse, lack of employment contract</td>
<td>• ILO C100, 111, 138, 182</td>
<td>• Loopholes in legislation to be closed to enable better protection of workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Less formal industries, e.g. brick kilns, sugarcane</td>
<td>• State sector: forced labour in detention, drug rehabilitation, re-education centres; organ harvesting from prisoners (mainly of conscience); ‘internships’ of students in factories as part of vocational trainings</td>
<td>• Forced labour is a criminal offense as laid out by section 244 in the Chinese criminal code</td>
<td>• Laws to be effectively enforced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• State sector: forced labour in detention, drug rehabilitation, re-education centres</td>
<td>• Child labour: long work, physical harassment for refusal to comply, often limited physical mobility (confiscated passports, mobile phones)</td>
<td>• No legal requirement for companies to publish cases of modern slavery that they have discovered in their supply chains</td>
<td>• Victim protection to be profoundly reconsidered and developed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Sex industry: locals and migrants, adults and children</td>
<td>• Internal migrants: highly vulnerable group, reduced access to social services following their move (health, education, etc.), undocumented, often work in informal sectors</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Trainings for both state officials and employers about recognition and tackling of modern slavery cases</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Appendix 1.** Continued.

- **Relevant legislation**
- **Potential area of action**

- **Economic and political system where abuse may occur**
- **Industry where abuse may occur**
- **Nature of abuse**
- **Relevant legislation**
- **Potential area of action**

- **China (3)**
  - Rapidly developing market economy specialises in production for export of cheap goods that require intensive labour
  - Enormous divergences between income levels across geographical areas
  - State-imposed forced labour

  - Manufacturing (garment, electronics), construction sectors
  - Less formal industries, e.g. brick kilns, sugarcane
  - State sector: forced labour in detention, drug rehabilitation, re-education centres; organ harvesting from prisoners (mainly of conscience); ‘internships’ of students in factories as part of vocational trainings
  - Sex industry: locals and migrants, adults and children

  - Low, delayed (e.g. in the construction sector) or sometimes no pay, long working hours, physical threats and abuse, lack of employment contract
  - State sector: forced labour in detention, drug rehabilitation, re-education centres; organ harvesting from prisoners (mainly of conscience); ‘internships’ of students in factories as part of vocational trainings

  - Forced labour is a criminal offense as laid out by section 244 in the Chinese criminal code
  - No legal requirement for companies to publish cases of modern slavery that they have discovered in their supply chains
  - Loopholes in legislation to be closed to enable better protection of workers
  - Laws to be effectively enforced
  - Victim protection to be profoundly reconsidered and developed
  - Trainings for both state officials and employers about recognition and tackling of modern slavery cases
## Dominican Republic (4)

- Market economy with relatively strong economic growth in the last years
- Striking social inequality, extreme poverty, illiteracy, unemployment, drug use
- Country is heavily indebted
- Natural disasters can affect stability
- Rampant corruption

### Industry where abuse may occur

- Rural areas: agriculture (esp. sugar, rice and coffee production)
- Urban areas: construction, tourism, domestic servitude, forced begging, street selling, sex work

### Nature of abuse

- Delayed or non-payment of wages, mandatory overtime, bonded labour, deception re. work conditions, hazardous working conditions, exposure to sun and pesticides
- Migrants, mainly from Haiti and Dominican–Haitian ethnic minority: often undocumented, no rights to basic social welfare (education for their children, healthcare) precarious work and life conditions, institutionalised discrimination against them
- Adult and child sex tourism thriving
- Forced marriage of children
- Gendered violence high
- Police violence, esp. against LGBTQ

### Relevant legislation

- ILO C029, 087, 098, 100, 105, 111, 138, 182, CRC, CRC Optional Protocols and Palermo Protocol

### Potential area of action

- Tackle wider societal root causes
- Strengthen law enforcement
- End stigmatisation and criminalisation of sex work

---

The modern slavery regime: a critical evaluation
### Ghana (5)
- Market economy with economic challenges (e.g., high inflation, heavy indebtedness) but with high rate of competition; state still most prominent employer in formal economy
- Wide economic and social inequalities
- Conspicuous geographic and religious divide (poor North with a significant Muslim population, more affluent South)
- Rampant corruption

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economic and political system where abuse may occur</th>
<th>Industry where abuse may occur</th>
<th>Nature of abuse</th>
<th>Relevant legislation</th>
<th>Potential area of action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Gold mining and other illegal artisanal small-scale mining, agriculture (coca), fishing, oil</td>
<td>• Long-standing structural discrimination against women: widow inheritance, forced mourning practices</td>
<td>ILO C029, 087, 098, 100, 105, 111, 138, 182, CRC, CRC Optional Protocols and Palermo Protocol</td>
<td>• Strengthen law enforcement, also by allocating sufficient resources for training and labour inspections</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Child labour also in domestic labour, porterage, hawking, fishing (esp. Lake Volta)</td>
<td>• Children: forced child marriage, commercial sexual exploitation, especially of those who migrated to urban areas, physically draining and hazardous forced work, long working hours, often underground and underwater (constant threat of drowning), exposure to health hazardous materials (e.g., mercury), physical abuse, maybe sexual abuse</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Tackle corruption and administrative inertia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Excessive use of force by police</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic and political system where abuse may occur</td>
<td>Industry where abuse may occur</td>
<td>Nature of abuse</td>
<td>Relevant legislation</td>
<td>Potential area of action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| India (6) • Market economy with strong economic growth | Manly in informal economies in agriculture, forestry, fishing, mining (e.g. granite, sandstone), manufacturing (e.g. brick kilns), construction and services (e.g. sex work). In Tamil Nadu: spinning mills | - Internal migrants: migration due to lack of livelihood and employment, lack of ID documentation, restricted access to social services, cultural and linguistic differences, lack of social networks make them vulnerable  
- High number of international migrants: similar vulnerabilities that internal migrants experience  
- Bonded labour: high interest loans (sometimes forced) wage advances, sometimes life-long bonded labour, transfer of debt onto children, often linked to forced sexual exploitation; this applies to Tamil Nadu's spinning mills: exploitative labour conditions, long working hours, restricted physical mobility (confiscation of mobile phones), delayed payment with years of a lump sum  
- Domestic work: often by internal migrants, high vulnerability  
- Trafficking and forced sex labour: adults and children  
- Forced marriage within India: often at a young age, prone to domestic servitude and physical, sexual and emotional exploitation  
- Organ harvesting  
- Exploitation of children in armed conflict  
- Women, esp. from marginalised or economically backward groups | - ILO C029, 100, 105, 111, 138, 182, CRC, CRC Optional Protocols and Palermo Protocol  
- India’s Penal Code criminalised most forms of modern slavery, i.e. trafficking, slavery, forced labour, and child sexual exploitation (forced marriage is rarely criminalised)  
- No legal requirement for companies to publish cases of modern slavery that they have discovered in their supply chains | • Implement government policies to end modern slavery  
• Strengthen victim rescue and reintegration  
• Strengthen accountability of businesses  
• Government to conduct compulsory labour due diligences in high-risk sectors, including in the informal economy |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economic and political system where abuse may occur</th>
<th>Industry where abuse may occur</th>
<th>Nature of abuse</th>
<th>Relevant legislation</th>
<th>Potential area of action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Indonesia (7)                                    | Primarily agriculture (e.g. palm oil) and fishing | • Forced labour and human trafficking in the fisheries sector: at sea and in-shore; those working at sea: severe restriction on physical mobility (often for years), often undocumented, extreme labour exploitation with long working hours, withholding of wages, severe physical and psychological abuse, unsafe and unhygienic working and dwelling conditions, seriously restricted food and water provision, particularly harsh environmental conditions, lack of means of communication with family (confiscation of mobile phone) and with crew due to linguistic barriers | ILO C029, 087, 098, 100, 105, 111, 138, 182, CRC, CRC Optional Protocols and Palermo Protocol | • Tackle wider societal root causes  
• Develop and strengthen labour regulations  
• Strengthen law enforcement in a decentralised governing environment  
• Address corruption  
• Increase traceability monitoring and policing at sea |
| • Major emerging economy with confusingly mixed protectionist and pro-market measures  
• Volatile democracy and economy  
• Informal sector very significant  
• De-centralised way of governing  
• Rampant corruption  
• Ethnically, linguistically and socio-economically highly diverse population | • Labour migrants from neighbouring countries in high numbers under forced labour conditions, high vulnerability  
• Child labour also rampant |
Jamaica (8)
- Patronage-based two-party democracy (clientelistic relationships between parties and citizens)
- Small and unstable market economy, with important tourism industry
- Rampant corruption and violent crime
- Strong presence of organised criminal gangs
- Large informal sector
- High rates of poverty

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economic and political system where abuse may occur</th>
<th>Industry where abuse may occur</th>
<th>Nature of abuse</th>
<th>Relevant legislation</th>
<th>Potential area of action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tourism (sex trafficking), forced begging, domestic servitude, forced criminal activity, fishing</td>
<td>• Child and adult sex tourism in formal (e.g. hotels) and informal (e.g. nightclubs, street) settings: sexual and physical violence, extortion, robbery, lack of chances of physical mobility; however, entry into sex work is often ‘voluntary’, done mainly to economic pressures • High-risk groups: poor young women, child victims of sexual abuse, those living in areas controlled by ‘dons’, (undocumented) migrants, informal sector workers • Regarding other types of work linked to the tourism industry: low, delayed or no pay at all, labour regulations circumvented by employers, preventing basic stability in life • Tourism industry reminiscent of classical slavery heritage: white ‘rich’ customers served by black locals</td>
<td>ILO C029, 087, 098, 100, 105, 111, 138, 182, CRC, CRC Optional Protocols and Palermo Protocol</td>
<td>• Tackle wider societal root causes • Strengthen law enforcement • Strengthen victim identification and protection • Provide training to officials on human trafficking and forced labour and awareness raising to public • End stigmatisation and criminalisation of sex work • Decriminalise homosexuality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Malaysia (9)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economic and political system where abuse may occur</th>
<th>Industry where abuse may occur</th>
<th>Nature of abuse</th>
<th>Relevant legislation</th>
<th>Potential area of action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid or moderate authoritarianism with unconvincing transformation into democracy</td>
<td>Rural/at sea: agriculture, plantation, forestry, fishing, manufacturing (e.g. electronics, rubber gloves)</td>
<td>Migrant workers: more prevalent in rural areas, are lesser educated, thus employed in lower-skilled jobs; they experience forced labour, forced overtime, debt bondage, withheld wages, unsafe working and accommodation conditions, passport confiscation, undocumented with deportation threats, physical and social isolation, physical and verbal abuse</td>
<td>ILO C029, 098, 100, 105, 111, 138, 182. Denounced C105</td>
<td>Strengthen efforts against human trafficking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the same time stable market-based economy</td>
<td>Urban: construction, tourism (commercial sexual exploitation), food service</td>
<td>Significant number of foreign and a smaller number of local women and children trafficked and forced into commercial sexual activities</td>
<td></td>
<td>Better protect (often undocumented) migrants both in formal and informal sectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socio-cultural obstacles, ethnic–religious conflicts rooted in institutionalised discrimination against non-ethnic Malay population (main ethnic minorities: Chinese and Indian)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Systemic discrimination against women, ethnic minorities, and LGBTQ</td>
<td></td>
<td>Adopt policies to tackle ethnic and gender discrimination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy reliance on migrant workers mainly from neighbouring countries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Raise awareness of modern slavery among workers; provide more protection for victims</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Appendix 1. Continued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economic and political system where abuse may occur</th>
<th>Industry where abuse may occur</th>
<th>Nature of abuse</th>
<th>Relevant legislation</th>
<th>Potential area of action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mexico (10)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Formally democracy with clientelism (‘particracy’)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Liberal economy with monopolies and oligopolies mainly in the energy, telecommunications, cement, electronic media and retail sectors</td>
<td>• Rural: agriculture (e.g. onion, cucumber, chilli pepper, coffee, sugar, tobacco), mining, food processing</td>
<td>• Particularly vulnerable to forced labour: women, children, indigenous persons, persons with mental and physical disabilities, LGBTI, and migrants; extremely low wages, often bonded labour, restricted physical mobility, inhuman working conditions</td>
<td>ILO C029, 087, 098 (will enter into force on 23 November 2019), 100, 105, 111, 138, 182</td>
<td>• Strengthen labour law (including child labour) enforcement, investigation and prosecution at smaller enterprises, in the agricultural and construction sectors and in general in the informal economy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Very significant informal sector</td>
<td>• Urban: manufacturing, construction, tourism, domestic servitude, child care, forced begging, street vending</td>
<td>• Forced criminality by organised criminal groups: people forced to act as assassins, lookouts, and work in the drugs business</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Increase identification of and provide services for victims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Rampant corruption</td>
<td>• Prevalent in the informal sector</td>
<td>• Children: commercial sexual exploitation, especially in holiday resort towns</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Allocate more funds for the above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Powerful organised criminal gangs that frequently control politics as well</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Sexual abuse and extreme violence also in government institutions for the disabled, drug rehabilitation centres and women’s shelters</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Combat corruption and official complicity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• General impunity for human rights abuses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Combat organised criminal groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic and political system where abuse may occur</td>
<td>Industry where abuse may occur</td>
<td>Nature of abuse</td>
<td>Relevant legislation</td>
<td>Potential area of action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myanmar (11)</td>
<td>• State and ethnic armed forces, precious stone mining (e.g. jade), agriculture (palm oil, rubber), riparian fishing, sex trafficking, domestic servitude&lt;br&gt;• Children: state and ethnic armed forces, sex trafficking, forced labour in teashops, small businesses, agriculture, construction, begging, domestic servitude</td>
<td>• Civilians (mostly men) coerced by officials, state armed forces into forced labour of any type: cleaning, cooking, public infrastructure, also through so-called 'self-reliance' policy; people forced to provide for their own food and labour from nearby communities&lt;br&gt;• Rampant labour exploitation: low pay, low unionisation, excessive overtime, dire working conditions esp. in smaller factories&lt;br&gt;• Child soldier recruitment and use, intimidation, physical threats and abuses, arbitrary taxation, prosecution and defamation when deserting&lt;br&gt;• Forced concubinism, especially from ethnic minorities, often to foreign men&lt;br&gt;• Abuse of worker’s drug (mainly opiate) addiction&lt;br&gt;• High-risk groups: ethnic groups, often internally displaced and stateless (Rohingya, etc.)</td>
<td>ILO C029, 087, 182, CRC, CRC Optional Protocol (CRC-AC) and Palermo Protocol</td>
<td>• Enhance governance and law enforcement in relation to forced labour&lt;br&gt;• Combat corruption and official complicity&lt;br&gt;• Stop official implication in coercing civilians to any types of forced labour&lt;br&gt;• Stop recruiting and using children in armed forces, and later punishing for their activities done in forced labour&lt;br&gt;• Enhance prosecution and conviction of perpetrators&lt;br&gt;• Strengthen victim identification and protection&lt;br&gt;• Allocate funding for the above</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Appendix 1. Continued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economic and political system where abuse may occur</th>
<th>Industry where abuse may occur</th>
<th>Nature of abuse</th>
<th>Relevant legislation</th>
<th>Potential area of action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nepal (12)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| • Transition from monarchy to federal democratic republic | • Rural: agriculture, brick kilns, mines  
• Urban: construction, factories, domestic work, sex work, begging, adult entertainment industry.  
• Child labour: agriculture, brick kilns, stone breaking, domestic servitude, embroidered textile and carpet industry, forced begging, recycling, transportation, entertainment sectors | • Prevalence of bonded labour (esp. re. those working in Gulf countries)  
• Women: early and forced marriages, arranged marriages with Chinese and South Korean men. Experience frequently domestic violence, domestic servitude, highly restricted physical mobility, dowry-related violence  
• Children: sex trafficking and sexual exploitation of children in dance bars, massage parlours, cabin restaurants; in other sectors, long working hours, unhealthy environments causing health problems, carrying heavy loads  
• Socio-economic and legal discrimination against women, members of certain ethnic groups, untouchables | ILO C029, 098, 100, 105, 111, 138, 182, CRC, CRC Optional Protocols | • Strengthen governance  
• Enable women to migrate through official channels to prevent illegal migration and subsequent vulnerability  
• Combat corruption and official complicity in forced labour.  
• Increase victim identification, de-stigmatization of victims, and male victim protection both in Nepal and abroad |
## Peru (13)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economic and political system where abuse may occur</th>
<th>Industry where abuse may occur</th>
<th>Nature of abuse</th>
<th>Relevant legislation</th>
<th>Potential area of action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emerging democracy with strong powers of the executive</td>
<td>Rural: agriculture (coca–cocaine), logging, legal and illegal gold mining (and related services), brick making (illegal), factories, sex work</td>
<td>High-risk groups: indigenous people, women, rural poor, LGBTI, population living close to illegal mining sites and recent Venezuelan migrants</td>
<td>ILO C029, 087, 098, 100, 105, 111, 138, 182, CRC, CRC Optional Protocols and Palermo Protoco</td>
<td>Strengthen law enforcement and crime prosecution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market-based economy</td>
<td>Urban: forced begging, street vending, domestic service, sex work</td>
<td>In mining sector: e.g. forced labour, misleading recruitment practices, debt bondage, restricted physical mobility, no or late payment of wages, threats and use of physical violence</td>
<td></td>
<td>Increase communication and cooperation within the executive at different levels of governance — regional and national</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Official complicity in modern slavery</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sex trafficking and sex work: adults and children affected, recruitment through false offers, bonded labour, restricted physical mobility (if close to mining sites: in remote areas).</td>
<td></td>
<td>Combat corruption and official complicity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very significant informal sector</td>
<td></td>
<td>Children: sex work, forced criminal activities such as drug-related (production and transportation of cocaine) or terrorism-related, forced begging and street selling</td>
<td></td>
<td>Strengthen victim identification, protection and social reintegration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Important guerrilla group activities, national security concerns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Allocate more funds to combat modern slavery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World’s prime producer of cocaine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Provide trainings to officials dealing with modern slavery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk of natural disasters (e.g. flooding)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Vietnam (14)
- One-party communist dictatorship
- Fast-growing and increasingly market-oriented economy
- Mixed economy: state monopolies (still in majority), private enterprises and joint-stock
- Large informal sector
- State implicated in forced labour: e.g. in drug rehabilitation centres; also, official complicity in modern slavery
- Rampant corruption

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economic and political system where abuse may occur</th>
<th>Industry where abuse may occur</th>
<th>Nature of abuse</th>
<th>Relevant legislation</th>
<th>Potential area of action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State drug rehabilitation centres: forced labour</td>
<td>Rural: private gold mines</td>
<td>High-risk groups: undocumented migrants, ethnic minorities (esp. in rural and mountainous areas), disabled, and women</td>
<td>ILO C029, 098, 100, 105, 111, 138, 182</td>
<td>Strengthen interagency coordination within the executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural: private gold mines</td>
<td>Urban: forced street hawking and begging, informal garment and brick factories, domestic servitude, tourism (sex work)</td>
<td>Working abroad: debt bondage (excessive recruitment fees for foreign work), passport confiscation, threat of deportation of the undocumented; arranged international marriages or work in foreign restaurants, massage parlours and karaoke bars: domestic servitude, forced sexual work</td>
<td></td>
<td>Improve forced labour and victim identification and prosecution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban: forced street hawking and begging, informal garment and brick factories, domestic servitude, tourism (sex work)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Combat official complicity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State implicated in forced labour: e.g. in drug rehabilitation centres; also, official complicity in modern slavery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Provision of training to officials on tackling forced labour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large informal sector</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Awareness raising among the population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State implicated in forced labour: e.g. in drug rehabilitation centres; also, official complicity in modern slavery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rampant corruption</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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Appendix 1. Continued.

Source of data:
8: Jamaica: Cruz et al. (2019); https://www.state.gov/documents/organization/282802.pdf; https://www.bti-project.org/en/reports/country-reports/detail/itc/JAM/